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Hey Guys.... Just Finished a Brief Discussion ....
.....about
....FireBlight in some Producing Blocks... and some Beautiful-HighDollar-Non-Bearing Youngns....
You can see on the Agrian Web-Site that CS2005 ['''005'''] is Labeled
for Zero [-0-] Da.P.H.I. on all Apples.... with the same crazy 48 Hr.REI
that all the Coppers have.
It says the Use-Rate is 51.2 oz - 64 oz.--Acre.
Most of you know that ''005'' is PPM-Sensitive.... So the 'Rule-ofThumb' most Guys are doing is the 1 Qt--50 Gal-Water-Acre. If they do 25
gal., they go 1 pint '005' ...and it works great. If you have a really severe
issue, you can do 1 Qt. in 25 Gal.Water-Acre if you want to....Works
Great.... with No Phyto issues.... '''005''' is also OMRI Listed.
.....Also....
Most of you know all about the Synergy, and some of you have been
using a 'Phite' with the CS2005 [''005''] .....While according to the
Labeling on most all Phites and most all traditional Copper products,
mixing the two is highly ill-advised.
But....
The ''005'' and our FormulaII-SW [phite] .... and also the K-Phite 7LP
.... get along in the Tank just great together. It's because of the way they
are formulated and the Ingredients used... No BiProducts from
Industry...All Pure-Virgin-Grade-Hi-Dollar stuff.
There must be 20 - 30 other Phites out there...at a very wide range of
pricing....but most are priced at about the same as my 2 Faves, with only a
couple of them being a lot higher.... But some of those will cause a
mess...a huge Cottage-Cheese-Head-Ache if mixed with traditional
Coppers....
.....Maybe not a mess when mixing with ''005''...?? But why risk it when
you can use the absolute Best Phites at the $ame Dollar$ per-acre as the
junk-Phites...???
Using 3 Pint-Acre FormulaII-SW or K-Phite7LP is really Smart Money.
Looking on page 42 of the MSU-E-154 you can see 10 different
Phites.....All with the EPA-Fungicide-Bactericide Labeling.... But the only
1 in that list that is made the same way as my Formula-II-SW is the KPhite 7LP
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....And it's the only other Phite we Promote..... Also because my
old Pal Ed Brown would not try to Bull-S_ _ _ me....
..... Saves us a lot of Grief ....
Warm Regards ....r

